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LAN ESKAINTZA

OFERTA DE TRABAJO

Lan Eskaintza:

Oferta de trabajo:
ENGLISH TEACHER _AZPEITIA (PART TIME)

Enpresa:

Empresa:
Kids&Us Azpeitia

Aurkezteko epea:

Plazo presentación:

LAN POSTUA / PUESTO DE TRABAJO

Deskribapena:

Descripción:

Kids&Us Azpeitia is an English school for babies and kids from 1 year old, based
in Azpeitia. We follow our own differentiated and innovative methodology that is
firmly  rooted  in  the  natural  language  acquisition  process.  If  first  language
acquisition begins from the moment a child first hears the language, what is the
point of waiting to expose them to a second or third language? Kids&Us introduces
children to the learning of a new language through a continuous exposure and
stories with  charismatic characters who will  take the little ones to the world of
learning languages. We treat our students as potential native speakers.

Betebeharrak:

Funciones:

We are hiring native English speaking or bilingual teachers for our new Kids&Us 

School of English centre in Azpeitia.

Teach classes, conduct follow-up of students (attendance, grades, reports, etc.),

fill in online forms at the end of each term and perform other centre-related tasks.

LANPOSTURAKO BETEBEHARREKO BALDINTZAK / REQUISITOS PARA EL PUESTO

Ikasketak:

Formación:

Candidates who have a degree in Philology or Translation and Interpretation, or
similar  qualifications,  and  who  have  a  HIGH  level  of  English  (Advanced  or
Proficiency) will be given consideration. The selection process will be conducted in
English.

Hizkuntzak:

Idiomas:

NATIVE English or bilingual speaker. The selection process will be conducted in
English.

Esperientzia:

Experiencia:

Candidates  who  have  prior  teaching  EXPERIENCE,  as  well  as  sensitivity  for
communicating and working with children will be given consideration.

Baliogarria:

Valorable:

We are looking for sociable people who are dedicated to the teaching profession 

and who feel passionate about children and their world - people who are dynamic, 

involved, fun and motivated by their work.

Candidates must live in the area.

Commitment for the whole academic year.


